Canon Ir1200 Ir1300 Service Manual
If you ally obsession such a referred Canon Ir1200 Ir1300 Service Manual ebook that will give you worth, get the
unconditionally best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to entertaining books, lots of
novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are as well as launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections Canon Ir1200 Ir1300 Service Manual that we will completely
offer. It is not in relation to the costs. Its nearly what you need currently. This Canon Ir1200 Ir1300 Service Manual,
as one of the most functional sellers here will certainly be in the midst of the best options to review.

Raspberry Pi Media Center Sam Nazarko 2013 Constructed as a set of simple-to-follow, step-by-step instructions, this
book will take you through numerous aspects of creating a fully functional media center with your Raspberry Pi. It is an
easy-to-follow yet comprehensive guide to setting a complete media center experience using the revolutionary ARM
GNU/Linux board.This book does not require any prior knowledge of the Raspberry Pi, but it does assume you are computer
literate and comfortable with Mac OS X, Linux, or Windows and concepts such as installing software.
Warman's Antiques & Collectibles 2012 Price Guide Mark F. Moran 2011-04-03 The Warman's Advantage &break;&break;As the
longest-running guide and the most trusted name in antiques and collectibles, the 45th edition of Warman's Antiques &
Collectibles features more than 1,500 images and 6,000 listings. It brings a fresh, 21st-century perspective that
honestly assesses the market and looks at the best categories for investment - everything from glassware and toys to
early flags and maps. "Future of the Market" reports share what's hot, and where the experts are putting their money.
&break;&break;Top names in the trade weigh in on key categories: &break;&break;Writer Andrew Myers looks at 18th - and
19th-century French furniture. &break;&break;Toy expert Andrew Truman shares insights on "Door of Hope" dolls.
&break;&break;Tom Deupree and Morrow Jones reveal the secrets to finding great vernacular photographs.
&break;&break;Collector Forest Poston looks at the market for West German art pottery. &break;&break;Values are based on
real-world results thanks to dozens of contributing auctions houses from coast to coast.
1997 Guide to Literary Agents Don Prues 1996-12-15 Writers who want the marketing savvy and career counseling an agent
can provide can truly benefit from this listing of more than 500 literary and script agents in the United States and
Canada.
Guidebook to Molecular Chaperones and Protein-Folding Catalysts Mary-Jane Gething 1997-11-27 The precise shape of a
protein is a crucial factor in its function. How do proteins become folded into the right conformation? Molecular
chaperones and protein folding catalysts bind to developing polypeptides in the cytoplasm and ensure correct folding and
transport. This Guidebook catalogues the latest information on nearly 200 of these molecules, including the important
class of heat shock proteins; each entry is written by leading researchers in the field.
When Biometrics Fail Shoshana Magnet 2011-11-11 This book examines the proliferation of surveillance technologies&—such
as facial recognition software and digital fingerprinting&—that have come to pervade our everyday lives. Often developed
as methods to ensure "national security," these technologies are also routinely employed to regulate our personal
information, our work lives, what we buy, and how we live.
Jan Karon's Mitford Cookbook and Kitchen Reader Jan Karon 2010-09-28 A collection of beautiful anedotes, delicious
recipes, and memorable scenes from the Mitford books by #1 New York Times bestselling author Jan Karon. Millions of
readers have discovered the delights of a trip to Mitford, and they've all found themselves hankering for mouthwatering
dishes like Father Tim's Rector's Meatloaf and Esther Bolick's outrageously delicious Orange Marmalade Cake. Now, Jan
Karon makes it easy to satisfy all these cravings and many more. Along with 150 fabulous recipes are Jan's personal
reminiscences, dozens fo beloved scenes from each of the Mitford books, jokes, cooking tips, blessings, and a wonderful
story never before published in the novels. For readers and cooks alike, Jan Karon's Mitford Cookbook & Kitchen Reader
is a veritable feast. “[Jan Karon's] wonderful cookbook is like a souvenir scrapbook to be dipped into time and again.
The real world should be as good as Mitford.”—The Cleveland Plain Dealer
Life on an Ocean Planet 2010 Teacher digital resource package includes 2 CD-ROMs and 1 user guide. Includes Teacher
curriculum guide, PowerPoint chapter presentations, an image gallery of photographs, illustrations, customizable
presentations and student materials, Exam Assessment Suite, PuzzleView for creating word puzzles, and LessonView for
dynamic lesson planning. Laboratory and activity disc includes the manual in both student and teacher editions and a lab
materials list.
IPhoto '09 for Mac OS X Adam Engst 2009 A guide to iPhoto shows how to set preferences, import and export images, edit
photos, organize photo libraries and albums, make slideshows, publish photos on the Web, and print photos.
How to Draw Nintendo Greatest Heroes & Villains 2007 A step-by-step guide to drawing your favorite Nintendo heroes and
villains.
Five Plays Langston Hughes 1963 Tambourines to Glory, Soul Gone Home, Little Ham, Mulatto, and Simply Heavenly reflect
the black author's concern with the position of the Negro in the United States
Virtualization: A Manager's Guide Dan Kusnetzky 2011-06-13 What exactly is virtualization? As this concise book
explains, virtualization is a smorgasbord of technologies that offer organizations many advantages, whether you're
managing extremely large stores of rapidly changing data, scaling out an application, or harnessing huge amounts of
computational power. With this guide, you get an overview of the five main types of virtualization technology, along
with information on security, management, and modern use cases. Topics include: Access virtualization—Allows access to
any application from any device Application virtualization—Enables applications to run on many different operating
systems and hardware platforms Processing virtualization—Makes one system seem like many, or many seem like one Network
virtualization—Presents an artificial view of the network that differs from the physical reality Storage
virtualization—Allows many systems to share the same storage devices, enables concealing the location of storage
systems, and more
Master the SSAT Peterson's 2020-06-16 Peterson's® Master the(tm) SSAT® is the guide for preparing students and their
parents for the SSAT® exam. Complete with the most up-to-date information on the upper-level exam, this guide is vitally
important to anyone preparing for private secondary school admissions testing. Students have access to test-taking
strategies for each of the question types, along with specific advice for exam day. Four practice tests, plus a
diagnostic test, provide students with a realistic idea of what to expect when the test date arrives. In addition,
students and parents both benefit from expert tips on all aspects of the private secondary school search process: how to
identify schools that are a good fit, how to apply for financial aid, and all of the other challenges of finding the

right private secondary school. 4 full-length practice tests with detailed answer explanations Diagnostic test to
determine strengths and weaknesses Complete review of all exam subjects: Verbal Ability, Quantitative Ability, Reading
Comprehension, and Writing Expert advice on SSAT® exam question formats, scoring, and what to expect on test day
Urinary Dysfunction in Prostate Cancer Jaspreet S. Sandhu 2019-03-27 This volume provides a comprehensive, state-of-theart review of this topic. It reviews natural history, etiology, management, and prevention of urinary dysfunction. The
text covers the multiple new treatments for prostate cancer that have been introduced as well as reviewing the etiology,
risk factors, and possible prevention of urinary dysfunction in men with prostate cancer. This textbook provides a
concise yet comprehensive summary of the current status of the field that will help guide patient management and
stimulate investigative efforts. All chapters are written by experts in their fields and include the most up-to-date
clinical information Urinary Dysfunction in Prostate Cancer – A Management Guide will serve as a valuable resource for
clinicians, surgeons and researchers with an interest in urinary dysfunction caused by prostate cancer or its
treatments.?
What Works in Reducing Domestic Violence? Julie Taylor-Browne 2001 This is probably one of the most important book on
domestic violence to be published in Britain in the last several years. What Works in Reducing Domestic Violence?
presents a wealth of information on domestic violence and the strategies which have proved effective for dealing with
it. The book is outstanding for in the quality and number of its contributors, all of whom are well-known and respected
in the field. The book is written to be accessible to practitioners, academics and any one engaged in multi-agency work
in this area.Focusing on how to improve agency responses to women's needs, the chapters draw on a wide range of
evaluations carried out internationally and on feedback from women themselves. Subjects covered include: ? housing
needs; ?health services; the criminal justice response; ?children's needs; multi-agency working; perpetrators;? civil
remedies; ?outreach and advocacy. The book also examines what is known about the risks of domestic violence and its
costs, and makes the case for targeted interventions which will ultimately save both lives and money. The bibliography
offers a most helpful listing of recent work in this field. This book has its origins in work commissioned in 1999 by
the Home Office of England and Wales under its Crime Reduction Programme Violence against Women Initiative. Summaries of
the work in each area were published as a Crime Reduction Programme Briefing Note which proved to be one of the most
popular collections that the Home Office ever issued. The reports, now available in this book, represent the views of
the authors, and should not be taken to be Home Office or Government policy. However, they amount to a comprehensive
guide- which any professional in this field will want to have always to hand. Contents Women survivors? views on
domestic violence services Audrey Mullender and Gill Hague Meeting the needs of children who live with domestic violence
Audrey Mullender Dealing with perpetrators Audrey Mullender and Sheila Burton What role can the Health services play?
Leslie L Davidson, Valerie King, Jo Garcia, Sally Marchant Effective policing of domestic violence Jalna Hanmer and Sue
Griffiths Accommodation provision for households experiencing domestic violence Debra Levison & Nicola HarwinDomestic
violence and harassment: An assessment of the civil remedies Susan Edwards New directions in prosecuting domestic
violence Susan Edwards Supporting women and children in their communities: Outreach and advocacy approaches to domestic
violence Liz Kelly and Cathy Humphreys Multi-agency initiatives as a response to domestic violence Gill Hague Assessing
and managing the risk of domestic violence Sylvia Walby and Andrew Myhill Monitoring costs and evaluating needs Debbie
Crisp and Betsy Stanko Julie Taylor-Browne was a Principal Research Officer the Home Office, responsible for the Crime
Reduction Programme's Violence against Women Initiative.
Green Entrepreneur Handbook Eric Koester 2016-04-19 Written by a practicing business attorney with startup experience
in the environmental and technology sectors, this comprehensive handbook assists entrepreneurs in tackling the wide
variety of opportunities to go green. A one-stop resource for entrepreneurs, it helps readers incorporate clean
technology, environmental practices, and green business approaches into the work environment. The book discusses how to
sell to utilities, explores fundraising outlets for green businesses, covers government incentives, presents key startup
tools aimed at green businesses, and addresses challenges of many new businesses, such as raising money and making
sales. Additional resources are available on the book's website.
PT Clinical Notes Ellen Z. Hillegass 2013-11-07 Rely on this well-organized, concise pocket guide to prepare for the
everyday encounters you’ll face in the hospital, rehab facility, nursing home, or home health setting. Quickly access
just what you need in any setting with succinct, yet comprehensive guidance on every page.
The Celestine Prophecy James Redfield 1995-09-01 THE #1 BESTSELLING INTERNATIONAL PHENOMENON - NOW WITH A NEW PREFACE
You have never read a book like this before--a book that comes along once in a lifetime to change lives forever. In the
rain forests of Peru, an ancient manuscript has been discovered. Within its pages are 9 key insights into life itself -insights each human being is predicted to grasp sequentially; one insight, then another, as we move toward a completely
spiritual culture on Earth. Drawing on ancient wisdom, it tells you how to make connections among the events happening
in your life right now and lets you see what is going to happen to you in the years to come. The story it tells is a
gripping one of adventure and discovery, but it is also a guidebook that has the power to crystallize your perceptions
of why you are where you are in life and to direct your steps with a new energy and optimism as you head into tomorrow.
Praise for The Celestine Prophecy "A gripping adventure story filled with intrigue, suspense, and spiritual
revelations." - Commonwealth Journal "A spiritual classic...a book to read and reread, to cherish, and to give to
friends." - Joan Borysenko, PhD, author of Fire in the Soul "In his inimitable style of great storytelling, Redfield
opens us up to a world of insight, inspiration, synchronicity, and power." - Deepak Chopra
Prince2 Foundation Training Manual Van Haren Publishing 2017-01-15 Thank you for reading our PRINCE2 Foundation
Training Manual. The main objective of this book is to provide an easy-to-read and easy-to-understand PRINCE2(R)
Foundation training manual. The official PRINCE2 manual, "Managing Successful Projects with PRINCE2," is an excellent
reference manual, but it is not a training manual and should not be used as one, as it is very difficult to comprehend
and understand if you are new to project management. The official PRINCE2 manual also covers the complete Practitioner
Syllabus, and it's impossible to know which parts are just focused on the PRINCE2 Foundation syllabus, so you have to
read everything, which is not good if you are just studying for the foundation exam. Henceforth, this book is meant to
be (and is) an easy introduction to PRINCE2 based on the Foundation syllabus, and it's quickly becoming the most read
book for people wishing to learn about PRINCE2 and prepare for the foundation exam.
PHP & MySQL: The Missing Manual Brett McLaughlin 2012-11-13 If you can build websites with CSS and JavaScript, this
book takes you to the next level—creating dynamic, database-driven websites with PHP and MySQL. Learn how to build a
database, manage your content, and interact with users. With step-by-step tutorials, this completely revised edition
gets you started with expanded coverage of the basics and takes you deeper into the world of server-side programming.
The important stuff you need to know: Get up to speed quickly. Learn how to install PHP and MySQL, and get them running
on both your computer and a remote server. Gain new techniques. Take advantage of the all-new chapter on integrating PHP
with HTML web pages. Manage your content. Use the file system to access user data, including images and other binary
files. Make it dynamic. Create pages that change with each new viewing. Build a good database. Use MySQL to store user
information and other data. Keep your site working. Master the tools for fixing things that go wrong. Control
operations. Create an administrative interface to oversee your site.

A Patchwork Family Charlotte Hubbard 2005-05-31 Through all the years of hardship, heartache, joy, and tragedy of life
on the Kansas plains, Mercy Malloy's faith holds her family together as she copes with Indian attacks, hard work, a
runaway daughter, an abandoned baby, and other trials. Original.
Vocal Fold Physiology Pamela J. Davis 1996
Your Federal Income Tax for Individuals - Tax Guide 2014-01-14 Official Internal Revenue Publication (IRS). Valuable
reference tool for filing federal income tax. IRS Publication 17 covers general rules for filing and supplements
information contained in your tax instructions. Also explains the tax laws to insure you only pay the tax you owe and no
more.
If the Viscount Falls Sabrina Jeffries 2015-01-27 From New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries, the
deliciously sexy fourth book in the “Duke’s Men” Regency romance series—the first of which was called “a totally
engaging, adventurous love story” (RT Book Reviews, Top Pick). The heir presumptive to the Viscount Rathmoor, Dominick
Manton once had his heart’s desire within reach—a bright future as a barrister and engagement to Jane Vernon, a wealthy
baron’s daughter. Then a shattering betrayal by his vindictive brother George snatched away Dom’s inheritance and his
hopes of offering Jane a secure future. Brokenhearted, and attempting to end their engagement without destroying Jane’s
reputation, Dom staged a betrayal of his own to convince her that he’s not the husband-to-be that she thought. Now
George is gone and the viscountcy restored to Dom, since his brother’s widow, Nancy—Jane’s cousin and closest
confidant—never bore an heir. But when Nancy goes missing, a panicked Jane calls on her former fiancé to track down her
cousin. Dom knows the mistakes of the past may be unforgiveable—but now, entangled together in mystery and danger, will
they rekindle a passionate longing that was never lost to begin with?
Wiley CPA Examination Review, Business Law and Professional Responsibilities Patrick R. Delaney 1994-01-20
Urban School Leadership Tom Payzant 2010-11-04 This important book, written by educational expert and urban school
leader, Tom Payzant, offers a realistic understanding of what urban school leadership looks like from the inside.
Payzant shares his first-hand knowledge of the unique managerial, instructional, and political tasks of this role.
Effectively combining practical lessons and research, Urban School Leadership includes in-depth analysis of various
leadership concerns. The book covers topics such as improving student achievement, working with unions, building
community, and maintaining and developing resources. Most importantly, it offers stories of real school leaders whose
successes and missteps reveal the inherent "messiness" of this difficult job. Urban School Leadership is part of the
Jossey-Bass Leadership Library in Education series. "This important book provides compelling examples of how effective
leaders can have hope, see progress, and achieve success for all children in the schools and districts they
lead."—Richard Riley, former United States Secretary of Education "Tom Payzant is one of the few people who could
provide such a comprehensive, useful book for educational leaders at all levels. This very practical book is grounded in
the important experiences and impressive judgment of one of our nation's most successful school superintendents"—Jon
Schnur, co-founder and CEO, New Leaders for New Schools "Tom Payzant is one of the finest urban educators of our
generation. Urban School Leadership is compelling, crisp, and wise—providing a clear path for those dedicated to
improving the trajectory of children's lives."—Timothy F.C. Knowles, executive director, Center for Urban School
Improvement, University of Chicago "Urban School Leadership is a must read for anyone interested in the landscape of
urban public education in America."—Beverly Hall, superintendent, Atlanta Public Schools
Hydrotreating Technology for Pollution Control Mario L. Occelli 1996-08-06 "Based on the American Chemical Society's
Second Symposium on Advances in Hydrotreating Catalysts, held in Washington, D.C. Offers comprehensive coverage of the
most recent progress in catalysis by transition metal sulfides for the creation of more environmentally safe catalysts
and processes. Written by over 70 acclaimed experts from various fields."
What Nurses Know and Doctors Don't Have Time to Tell You Pat Carroll 2004-06-01 This comprehensive, accessible home
reference guide addresses a wide range of health concerns-as only a nurse who knows the inside story on healthcare can.
From headaches to ankle sprains, asthma to zinc remedies, this authoritative resource reveals what everyone needs to
know in order to get healthy-and stay that way. The book features hundreds of tips on easing symptoms, promoting
healing, following a treatment plan, and solving both the big and small problems that arise when someone is sick, hurt,
or in pain. Readers will discover how to: € Treat everyday health complaints and minor injuries € Heal faster after an
injury € Get the best results from medicines while reducing side effects € Recover more comfortably at home after
outpatient surgery
Guide to Assembly Language Programming in Linux Sivarama P. Dandamudi 2005-07-15 Introduces Linux concepts to
programmers who are familiar with other operating systems such as Windows XP Provides comprehensive coverage of the
Pentium assembly language
When the Blue Shift Comes Robert Silverberg 2014 In the far future, Earth is about to be swallowed by a black hole in
this sweeping SF epic from one of the masters of the genre. In a time so far from our own that we cannot comprehend it,
humanity has spread amongst the stars and changed in more ways than we can count. But they have never forgotten their
birthplace - Earth. But now Earth stands on the brink of catastrophe, at risk of being swallowed by a black hole. One
man, Hanosz Prime, ruler of his world, is determined to visit Earth before it is destroyed. His abdication from his
throne and his wanderlust are to prove the beginning of a much longer journey - one that will see him fall in love, meet
the Oracles of Earth and perhaps, if he is very lucky, provide a means to save the cradle of humanity. Originally
started by Robert Silverberg more than 20 years ago but never completed, Hanosz's story is taken up by Alvaro ZinosAmaro. Silverberg hand-picked Zinos-Amaro to complete the book, and provided notes and guidance. The result is a
remarkable collaboration between one of the masters of SF and one of the most exciting new voices in the genre.
Simulation Using Pro Model Charles R. Harrell 2011-05-01 Simulation Using ProModel covers the art and science of
simulation in general and the use of ProModel simulation software in particular. The text blends theory with practice.
Actual applications in business, services and manufacturing and a hands-on approach to simulation, including real-world
simulation projects, are emphasized. The third edition of Simulation Using ProModel reflects the most recent version of
the ProModel software in all the examples and labs as well as expanded coverage on generating random variates and design
of experiments. Additionally, the lead author is founder and Chief Technology Advisor for ProModel Corporation.
UNIX Applications Programming Ray Swartz 1990 Getting Started. Using UNIX Tools. Bourne Shell Programming. Creating
Applications with UNIX Tools.
Johnny Texas Carol Hoff 1992-08-01 In the early days of Texas history, ten-year-old Johann comes from Germany with his
family to settle in this vast land and soon grows to love his new home.
Koine Greek Grammar Fredrick J. Long 2015-06-22 Koine Greek Grammar and its accompanying Workbook and Answer Key &
Guide have been in the making for decades. It was first a small manual Kairos Greek Grammar; then it grew into a fully
integrated and hyperlinked CD that has been published by Logos Bible Software (2005). Now, this current handbook--KOINE
GREEK GRAMMAR: A BEGINNING-INTERMEDIATE EXEGETICAL AND PRAGMATIC HANDBOOK--has been thoroughly expanded to include my
more explicit description of marked, emphatic, prominent, and pragmatic features of Greek, ideas that were nascent in
KAIROS, but now grounded in a communication theory informed by Relevance Theory (Dan Sperber and Deirdre Wilson),
Prominence Theory with reference to translation (Kathleen Callow), and Discourse Grammar and Pragmatics (Stephen

Levinsohn, Stanley Porter, and Steven Runge). Exegetically significant aspects of Greek syntax and the use of the Greek
language (i.e., pragmatics) occur strategically throughout KOINE GREEK GRAMMAR and include the following: - conjunctions
and their constraints - point/counterpoint sets - polysyndeton, asyndeton, correlative emphasis, and lists - fronted
modifiers for emphasis (genitive, demonstrative, quantitative) - vocatives as thematic address - appositional statements
- the historic present and the verb tense options in narrative - metacomments as orienting statements - interjections as
attention getting devices - quantitative, qualitative, interrogative, negative, and comparative types of emphasis special uses of the noun cases - participle uses, including periphrastic and genitive absolutes - special uses of the
Moods - left-(dis)locations - discourse pragmatic uses of the article - conditional and exception clauses Some of these
discussions will have extended Intermediate-level treatments that are placed within greyed boxes. Other significant
enhancements are the inclusion of CHECK POINTS that give students a chance to practice what is being learned in each
chapter along with (SUGGESTED) ANSWERS that immediately follow. Scattered throughout KOINE GREEK GRAMMAR are images of
ancient realia, i.e., remnants of Mediterranean material culture including biblical and non-biblical papyri fragments,
vase paintings, coins, bas-reliefs, imperial artifacts, inscriptions, funerary stele, statues, gems, temples, maps, and
reconstructed scenes of life in the polis. The language and syntax of the Greek NT is contextually located in these
worlds. Still present (but improved) are the CASE IN POINTS at the end of each chapter that briefly describe how
particular points of Greek grammar just presented helps us when interpreting the Greek NT. In other words, the CASE IN
POINT illustrates how Greek grammar is valuable as a tool for the study of the NT. In addition to having a full
APPENDIX, VOCABULARY OF WORDS OCCURRING 20 TIMES OR MORE, and INDICES, KOINE GREEK GRAMMAR has a separate extensive
WORKBOOK AND ANSWER KEY & GUIDE. that has been carefully crafted with many exercises drawn directly from biblical
expressions and actual verses.
Forecasters' Reference Book Great Britain. Meteorological Office 1993
Metal Lead Guitar Troy Stetina 1992-03 (Stylistic Method). This intense metal method teaches you the elements of lead
guitar technique with an easy to understand, player-oriented approach. The metal concepts, theory, and musical
principals are all applied to real metal licks, runs and full compositions. Learn at your own pace through 12 'smoking
fully transcribed' heavy metal solos from simple to truly terrifying! 'One of the most thorough' and 'one of the best
rock series currently available' - Guitar Player magazine. Music and examples demonstrated on CD.
Windows XP Home Edition David Pogue 2004 Explains how to get accustomed to the new operating system and master its
features, covering topics such as using menus and control panels, networking multiple PCs, and finding lost files.
Baby, I'm Yours Susan Andersen 2009-10-13 A Ride On the Wild Side The last place Catherine MacPherson ever expected to
find herself was sitting on a Greyhound bus, handcuffed to a surly bounty hunter, with only a suitcase of her twin
sister's flashy, shrink-wrap clothing to wear! Just two hours ago, the respectable schoolteacher was sitting quietly at
home when this bi macho hunk crashed through her door, mistook her for her errant Miami showgirl sister, and hauled her
off in his strong arms. And no matter how sexy he is, she's furious! Twins-ha! Sam McKade's the last person to ever fall
for that line. He's finally got the gorgeous, leggy redhead just where he wants her-and no matter what outrageous tricks
she pulls, he's not letting her get away. The problem is, she's a lot smarter-and sweeter-than he'd expected. And he's
got this deep-buried tenderness she hadn't expected. And their kisses are so hot, they just might burn up ... before
they sort it all out.
Voices of Hope Carole B. Shmurak 1998 Fueled by media reports of gender bias in the schools, the debate over single sex
education has been recently renewed. "Voices of Hope" asks for a reconsideration of the framing of that debate. For whom
is single sex education better? For the attainment of which goals? What do girls gain by being schooled with male peers?
What is lost? In this longitudinal study of more than fifty high school girls at four New England independent schools,
Carole B. Shmurak follows their development from ninth grade through the first year of college. Case studies capture the
girls' own voices as they describe their hopes for their futures and the events that subsequently affect those futures.
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